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This document discusses the Javascript implementation in context of 
specialities of JavaScript for ServiceManager tailoring: Prototypes, Garbage 
Collection, records counting, restricting fields selected by query, avoiding 
assignment when actually comparing values 

 

 

 

  

  

JavaScript implementation in ServiceManager enables complex customization. 

However, JavaScript has specialities that should be respected, and this document discusses a 
few of them. 

  

 

 Solution 
 

 

Prototyping 

JavaScript allows to extend data types with prototype functions. In case the Array data type 
is extended, the for( in ) loop will iterate on these addition properties as well. 

Please read more here Iterating over an Array by using for…in loop may return unexpected 
result. 

As soon as the prototype is added to Array prototype, it will persist through the complete 
session lifetime - and by that effect for( in ) execution in not directly related JavaScript 
implementation. 

Recommendations: 

 Use alternative loop implementations to for( in ) loop, as any later added prototype to 
Array data type might break this implementation. 

I.e: for(var i=0;i<arr.length;i++) 

 If using for( in ) loops still, use guarding if clauses 

if (<array>.hasOwnProperty(<item index>)) 

or to exclude function prototype extension (but not i.e. string type extensions) 
if (typeof(<array>[<item index>]!="function") 

Avoid variable declaration inside a loop 

JavaScript is a language with a dynamic garbage collection. Memory allocated even if 
inaccessible, will not be given free before the garbage collector deallocates it. 
If a variable is declared inside a loop, JavaScript will allocate fresh memory for it in each 
iteration - even if older allocations will still consume memory. While this might be acceptable 
for variables of scalar data types, it may allocate a lot of memory for SCFile variables, or 
huge arrays or objects. 
Not recommended implementation (variable declared inside loop): 
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var arr = new Array(); 

arr = [ "IM10001", "IM10002", "IM10003", "IM10004" ]; 

for(i=0;i<arr.length;i++) 

{ 

   var file = new SCFile("probsummary"); 

   file.doSelect('name="'+arr[i]+'"'); 

   // do something with file 

} 

  

Recommended implementation (variable declared before loop): 

var arr = new Array(); 

arr = [ "IM10001", "IM10002", "IM10003", "IM10004" ]; 

var file = new SCFile("probsummary"); 

for(i=0;i<arr.length;i++) 

{ 

   file.doSelect('name="'+arr[i]+'"'); 

   // do something with file 

} 

Counting records 

Counting the record set returned by a query is a frequently task in customization. Instead of 
fetching each record in a loop, the ServiceManager rtecall("count") can be used more 
efficiently. 

Recommended implementation using doCount() method: 

function countFile(filename, query) 

{ 

   var file = new SCFile( filename ); 

   var nCount = contactList.doCount( query ); 

   var rc = getLastRC(); 



   if (RC_SUCCESS == rc) 

   { 

      return nCount; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

      print( "Could not count records. " + RCtoString( rc ) ); 

      return -1; 

   } 

} 

Recommended implementation using system.functions.rtecall("count"): 

function countFile(file) 

{ 

   var iTotal= new SCDatum(); 

   var returnCode = 1; 

  

   system.functions.rtecall("count", returnCode, file, "", iTotal);  

  

   return iTotal.getText(); 

} 

  

Restricting fields selected by query 

When looping on a larger set of records by a query, a huge amount of memory may be 
allocated for each record. At the same time, a dbdict might be mapped to multiple tables on 
the RDBMS. ServiceManager will by default fetch the complete records and therefore select 
against each of these tables. 

In JavaScript implementations, readonly file variables can be used, and these can be 
restricted to a set of fields, only: Memory consumption can be reduced significantly using this 
option, as well as selects against tables not containing any of these fields. 

Recommended implementation: 

var file = new SCFile( filename, SCFILE_READONLY); 

var query = "true"; 

 
var fields = new Array(); 

fields = [ “number”, “status” ]; 



file.setFields( fields ); 

   

var rc = file.doSelect(query); 

   

while (RC_SUCCESS == rc) 

{ 

     // Do something with file here 

     rc = file.getNext(); 

} 

When using setFields() function on a file variable that is not readonly, the query will executed 
against all fields and this message will be written to the log file: 

JS W SCFile.setFields called on non readonly SCFile("number", 

"status")- ignored 

  

Avoid assignment instead of comparision: 

A common error in JavaScript code is the use of "=" (assignment), when a "==" (comparison) 
is actually intended.  

Example of this issue: 

while ( rc = RC_SUCCESS) 

{ 

     // Do something with file here 

     rc = file.getNext(); 

} 

A good practice to avoid this typo proactively, is to position the unchangable value at the left 
side. 

Recommended implementation:  

while ( RC_SUCCESS == rc) 

{ 

     // Do something with file here 

     rc = file.getNext(); 

} 

 


